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Overview

• Why develop process of MSP

• UK experience

• Spatial: hierarchy, scale and boundaries

• Temporal: timeframe and review

• Planning process

– Objectives and priority setting

– Outcomes: zoning and spatial allocation

• Stakeholder engagement

• Summary - questions



Implementing the Ecosystem Approach

• Different actions and 
measures

• 12 principles from the 
CBD

• Spatial planning 
framework & spatial 
management/regulation 
(regional sea plans)



Is it worth it? Added value 

• Sustainable development

– Integration across sectors in a spatial context

• Environmental

– Cumulative effects

– Other objectives respect environmental limits

• Economic and Social

– Greater locational certainty for new development

• Administrative

– Better provision and management of data

• Other governance tools and plans

– Integrated Coastal Zone Management

– > Marine Protected Areas (fisheries!)



Is it worth it? Marine Bill consultation

• Cost, eg (Whole UK over 20 year period)

– Information collation: £0.1 million [$0.2 m] per annum

– Statutory plan: £3.2 million [$6.1 m] per annum

• Consultation (c.250 responses from a range of sectors)

– >70% support a statutory planning system



Developing MSP – UK experience

• Sea use management and regulation experience

– Need for integrated cross-sectoral tools

• Land use planning experience

– Structure
– Process
– Evolution

• Local - limited experience (Atlantic Coast Project)

• Regional - Irish Sea Marine Spatial Planning Pilot (MSPP)

• Practical issues – focus on a few elements

Marine Spatial Planning Pilot



Spatial dimension - hierachy

• National: strategic planning policy guidance



• Regional: integration and comprehensive 
planning



• Local: where appropriate, eg heavily used area of 
high conflict



Planning 
Units

• Ecosystem 
boundaries

• Jurisdiction –
cooperation?

• Administrative 
boundaries

• Socio-political 
decision

Scotland

Wales

England

France



• Forward look

– Vision 

– Forecasting

– Plan-led

• Review

– New data

– New uses (market forces)

• Future proofing

– Climate change

– Objectives and other plans, eg 50-100 years

Temporal dimension

Time (years)

Plan production (18 months)

Stakeholder involvement

SA/SEA, information gathering

mapping options

Forecasting & analysis

Implementation – routine management

Use for decision making

EIA, SEA, Research, Consenting, monitoring

Monitoring the plan (annual report)

Measuring progress against targets

Continuous improvement

Review Review Review Review

155 20100



Ecosystem Approach to the Planning Process

Planning Guidance
including prioritisation 

OBJECTIVE 
SETTING

Implement plan

Integrated Assessment

Monitor 
and 
Review 

SPATIAL DATA 

Outcomes, Outputs

Monitor 
and 
Review 



Identifying Objectives - Economic

• Exploit renewable energy resources in a sustainable manner

• Targets

– 10% energy from renewables by 2010  → spatial 
implication = 1.2 GW from tidal source

• Policies

– No offshore windfarms within 8km of the coast

• Scenarios for future space requirements

• Integration with other objectives?

– Avoiding conflict: technical analysis

– Addressing conflict: priorities



Shipping RoutesWrecks DataPotential Natura Sites

Anglsea Area

Integrating Objectives – Avoiding conflict

Ship Navigation – Traffic Separation Zones

MSPP Consortium



Adapted from MSPP Consortium

• Potential windfarms 
(pink)

• Clear conflict

• Wind = priority

– Target

– Less flexible in 
location

Addressing conflict - Windfarms and fishing

Wind 

Energy



Planning Process

Planning Guidance
including prioritisation 

OBJECTIVE 
SETTING

Implement plan

Integrated Assessment

Monitor 
and 
Review 

SPATIAL DATA 

Outcomes, Outputs

Monitor 
and 
Review 



Outputs – planning tools

• A range (not just a plan or zoning)

– Analysis results, Policy, Planning conditions

• Zoning and Spatial allocation?

– Existing use: complex pattern of allocations

– Future use: Indicative vs prescriptive

– Enable adaptation



Future Use Zoning Plan – Irish Sea

• Allocations

•Indicative

• Hatched area - no 
allocation but policy?

MSPP Consortium

Tidal

Energy

MPAs

Aggregates



Stakeholder engagement

• Why?

– Ecosystem Approach

– UK approach

• Who

– Full range of sectors (and disciplines)

– Local and regional communities

• Adjacent

• Fisheries rights (European problem?)

• Tourist visitors

• When – at key stages in plan production



Planning Process

Determine Goals & Objectives

Identify Issues & Collect Appropriate
Information/forecasts

Evaluate Options

Analyse Info & Generate Options

Prepare Spatial Plan &
Sub-regional Plans

Examination of Plan

Implement, Monitor & Review

Adopt PlansS
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Adapted from MSPP Consortium



Summary

• MSP process is worth developing

• Develop by drawing on all relevant experience, eg on land

• Spatial dimension - hierarchy, regional scale, boundaries

• Temporal dimension - >20 years with review but future-
proof

• Set full range of objectives and guidance on addressing 
conflict and priorities?

• Outputs – range of options including zoning and indicative 
allocation

• Full stakeholder engagement at key points but who are 
they?



Discussion questions

1. What persuaded your decision-makers that the MSP 
process is worth developing (added value)?

2. How bring in existing experience, eg on land?

3. What spatial scale are you planning at and how have you 
defined the boundaries?

4. What time horizon is most appropriate for your planning 
(and frequency of review)?

5. How have you set objectives and determined priorities 
between them in response to conflict (and win-wins?)?

6. Is zoning only one of a range of options? How have you 
approached zoning and particularly spatial allocation?

7. When and how have you engaged stakeholders?


